
OUR STAR 

AND 

ITS SYSTEM



If  you are reading these words, you have most 

likely anticipated changes in the realm of  energy 

and light.  Light itself  will be the firmament of  

the new earth.  Light is the substance of  energy 

and the living spirit that vitalizes all lives.  Light is 

also the essence of  consciousness. 

The light of  truth is to the awakening soul what 

the light of  the sun is to a budding rose.  This is 

basic to understanding the world of  the Aquarian 

Age.  There will be many shades of  grey, but the 

atmosphere will be permeated by the higher 

frequencies of  light that will cause shadows to 

gradually recede.



Light is a radiatory force emitted 

by a great Being. 

In the case of  our Earth this Being is the Sun. In 

the case of  the Sun, this Being is “The One about 

Whom Naught Can Be Said.”  Just as all forms 

have subtler dimensions, so does light itself. The

subtler light of  our Star fuels the light of  higher 

consciousness. 

Has it ever occurred to you that the reason human 

beings have not discovered life on other planets is 

that they cannot perceive subtler worlds, and that 

more advanced species may exist in other star 

systems in forms undetectable by the physical eye? 

Myriad new worlds will appear to the etheric eye.



The Sun will become the centre of  Earth’s 

life, while infinite centres of  life in the 

Universe will become known through etheric 

vision.

Humanity will grow increasingly aware of  the living 

relationship between Earth and other planets in the 

solar system, between Earth and the Sun, and between 

the Sun and the Galaxy.  The result will be a sense of  

right proportion as people come to see Earth as part of  

a community of  planets in one interrelated system -- a 

minor planet in terms of  the light it currently generates.  

Within the greater galaxy, Earth is akin to a single cell in 

a human body.



Recent solar flares are signalling the start of  a 

new era by their magnitude, frequency and 

intensity, all of  which bring the Sun as a living 

Being closer to human awareness. Violent storms 

on the Sun are a means of  sloughing off  excess 

fiery substance to maintain homeostasis and 

purify the atmosphere. 

Earth is being bombarded by these intense 

radiations of  energy from our star, and from 

other planets and constellations, all of  which are 

breaking up crystallized conditions and states of  

consciousness to expose a higher order of  

synthesis among infinitudes of  lives.


